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1. Scope of Applicability 
For all orders (deliveries and services) of TECTRON WORBIS GmbH based in 
Leinefelde-Worbis (hereinafter referred to as "TECTRON WORBIS"), the 
following General Terms and Conditions of Purchase (GCP) shall apply 
exclusively. The GCP shall also apply to future orders from TECTRON 
WORBIS, even if they are not expressly agreed to again. General terms and 
conditions of the supplier which deviate from these GCP or the law are 
disclaimed by Tectron, unless TECTRON WORBIS has expressly agreed to 
their applicability in writing. They shall not become part of the contract 
even if TECTRON WORBIS accepts or pays for deliveries of goods or 
services with knowledge of these conflicting or deviating terms and 
conditions of the supplier. 

 
2. Offer and Formation of Contract 
2.1 Orders, agreements and modifications are only binding if they are placed 

or confirmed in writing by TECTRON WORBIS. All correspondence is to be 
conducted with the purchasing department. 

2.2 We expect order and receipt confirmations within 3 working days after 
receipt of order. These can be sent in writing by fax or e-mail ( tectron-
ab@tectron-worbis.de ). It includes all costs and ancillary costs. 

2.3 If the supplier's order confirmation deviates from TECTRON WORBIS's 
order, a contract shall only be formed if TECTRON WORBIS has been 
expressly notified of this deviation and has agreed to it in writing. 

2.4 Cancellations within the framework of order and cancellation planning 
shall become binding if the supplier does not object within two working 
days of receipt. 

 
3. Duty of Inspection, Obligation to Procure 
3.1 The supplier is obliged to independently check drawings, calculations, 

specifications and other requirements of TECTRON WORBIS for errors and 
contradictions within the scope of his general and special technical 
qualification and to report and clarify any existing concerns to TECTRON 
WORBIS writing without delay. Drawings, plans and other documents 
related to the order remain the property of the customer/producer, who 
reserves all copyrights to these documents. If the supplier does not accept 
the order, and/or after termination of the business relationship, these 
documents must be returned to the customer without delay. 

3.2 The supplier bears the procurement risk for the goods. 
 

4. Delivery, Incoming Goods, Security in the Supply Chain 
4.1 The delivery and performance period specified by TECTRON WORBIS in 

the order is binding. 
4.2 Goods receipt is open from Monday - Friday from 07:00 - 15:30 or by 

appointment. Goods must be delivered within this time window. 
4.3 If the supplier is unable to meet the delivery or performance deadline 

specified in 4.1, he shall inform TECTRON WORBIS immediately, stating a 
feasible delivery date. Furthermore, the supplier is obliged to inform 
TECTRON WORBIS immediately, and without request, of any difficulties in 
delivery or performance, for whatever reason. 

4.4 All TECTRON WORBIS specifications regarding mode of transport, 
forwarding agent and shipping instructions must be strictly adhered to. 

4.5 Deliveries and services shall be DDP "place of use" 
(INCOTERMS 2010) if no additional contractual agreements 
have been made. 

4.6 Partial deliveries are only permitted with express approval by TECTRON 
WORBIS. TECTRON WORBIS may not unreasonably refuse to give its 
consent. 

4.7 All shipments must be accompanied by a delivery note with exact 
contents, the net weight per item and TECTRON WORBIS’s complete SAP 
order number. The required data and labels of the goods are described 
in our delivery and label regulations (to be found at www.tectron-
worbis.de ). 

4.8 The unconditional acceptance of the delayed delivery or service shall 
not constitute a waiver of any claims for compensation arising from the 
delay; this shall apply until full payment of the remuneration owed by 
TECTRON WORBIS for the delivery or service concerned. 

4.9 Subject to any other proof, the values determined by 
TECTRON WORBIS during the incoming goods inspection shall 
be decisive for quantities, weights and dimensions. 

4.10 The supplier shall adequately support TECTRON WORBIS in obtaining 
customs and other governmental requirements and shall provide 
TECTRON WORBIS with the required proofs and documents, in particular 
certificates of origin, in due time. 

4.11 In case of missing or improper payment instruments, shipping 
documents, certificates of origin or sales tax law,  

 
TECTRON WORBIS reserves the right to refuse acceptance of the goods at 
the supplier's expense and risk. 

4.12 Contractual security interests of the supplier require a separate 
written agreement between TECTRON WORBIS and the supplier in all 
cases. 

4.13 The supplier shall take the necessary organisational instructions and 
measures, in particular in the areas of property protection, business 
partners, personnel and information security, packaging and transport, in 
order to ensure security in the supply chain. Supplier will protect its 
deliveries and services to TECTRON WORBIS from unauthorized access 
and manipulation and will use only reliable personnel for such deliveries 
and services. Supplier will oblige any subcontractors to take appropriate 
measures and give instructions. 

4.14 The supplier assures that the goods do not contain any substances that 
fall within the scope of the substance bans of the EC Directive 
2011/65/EU (RoHS). The supplier further assures that the substances 
contained in the goods and their use(s) are either already registered or 
are not subject to registration under Regulation (EC) No. 1907/2006 
(REACH Regulation) and that, if necessary, an authorisation under the 
REACH Regulation exists. If goods are delivered which are to be classified 
as dangerous goods in accordance with international regulations, the 
supplier shall inform TECTRON WORBIS of the same, at the latest when 
confirming the order. 

4.15 TECTRON WORBIS reserves the ownership of materials, tools, materials 
and other items provided to the supplier for production. Such items must 
- as long as they are not processed - be kept separately at the supplier's 
expense and insured against destruction and loss in the amount of the 
replacement value. Processing, mixing or joining (further processing) by 
the supplier of provided objects is carried out for TECTRON WORBIS. The 
same applies to further processing of the delivered goods by TECTRON 
WORBIS, such that TECTRON WORBIS is considered the manufacturer and 
acquires ownership of the product in accordance with the statutory 
provisions at the latest upon further processing. 

4.16 The transfer of ownership of the goods to TECTRON WORBIS must take 
place unconditionally and without consideration of payment of the price. 
If TECTRON WORBIS accepts in individual cases an offer of transfer of 
ownership made by the supplier as a result of the purchase price 
payment, the supplier's reservation of title shall expire at the latest upon 
payment of the purchase price for the delivered goods. In the ordinary 
course of business, TECTRON WORBIS shall remain authorized to resell 
the goods even before payment of the purchase price, assigning in 
advance the resulting claim (alternatively, the simple retention of title 
extended to the resale). All other forms of retention of title, in particular 
extended retention, forwarded retention and extended retention of title 
for further processing, are thus excluded. 

4.17 Materials, parts, containers and special packaging provided by us remain 
the property of TECTRON WORBIS and may only be used as intended. 
The processing of materials and the assembly of parts shall be carried 
out for us. It is agreed that we are co-owners of the products 
manufactured using our materials and parts in proportion of the value of 
the materials provided to us to the value of the entire product, which 
are held in safe custody by the supplier for us free of charge in this 
respect. 

 
5. Force Majeure 

Force majeure, industrial disputes, operational disruptions through no 
fault of TECTRON WORBIS, unrest, official measures and other 
unavoidable events shall entitle TECTRON WORBIS - without prejudice to 
other rights - to withdraw from the contract in whole or in part, provided 
that they are not of only insignificant duration and result in a considerable 
reduction in TECTRON WORBIS's requirements. 

 
6. Environment and Compliance 
6.1 The supplier undertakes to use environmentally friendly 

packaging which permits reuse or cost-effective disposal; 
polystyrene chips as fillers are not permitted. 

6.2 The supplier undertakes to comply with the respective legal regulations 
for dealing with employees, environmental protection and occupational 
safety and to work on reducing adverse effects on people and the 
environment in its activities. To this end, the supplier will set up and 
further develop a management system in accordance with ISO 14001 to 
the extent possible. Furthermore, it will observe the principles of the UN 
Global Compact Initiative. These essentially concern the protection of 
international human rights, the right to collective bargaining, the abolition 
of forced labour and child labour, the elimination of discrimination in 
recruitment and employment, responsibility for the environment and the 
prevention of corruption. More information on the UN Global Compact 
Initiative are available at www.unglobalcompact.org . 
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6.3 In the event that a supplier repeatedly and/or in spite of a corresponding 
notification behaves illegally and does not prove that the violation of the 
law has been cured as far as possible and appropriate precautions have 
been taken to avoid violations of the law in the future, we reserve the 
right to withdraw from existing contracts or to terminate them without 
notice and without penalty. 

6.4 Conflict Minerals: According to the U.S. Dodd- Frank Act, section 1502 of 
the U.S. Sercurities and Exchange Commission, the supply chain for gold, 
tin, tantalum and tungsten up to the smelter of metals should be 
transparently documented, and the smelters used for the products must 
be listed under the "Conflict Free Smelter 
Program":http://www.conflictfreesmelter.org/cfshome.htm. Every 
supplier of TECTRON WORBIS must prove that these requirements are 
observed for all supplied materials.Furthermore, proof must be provided 
of the sources from which the corresponding Conflict Minerals are 
obtained.Further information is also available at  
http://www.conflictfreesourcing.org/conflict-minerals-reporting-  
template/. 

 
7. Claims for Defects, Product Liability, Insurance 
7.1 The supplier is responsible for ensuring that the deliveries and services 

are free of defects and that guaranteed features are present. Supplier is 
particularly responsible that the deliveries and services correspond to the 
state of the art, the generally recognised technical and occupational 
medicine safety regulations of authorities and professional associations 
and are in compliance with the relevant legal provisions. 

7.2 The statutory provisions (§§ 377, 381 HGB) apply to TECTRON WORBIS's 
obligation to inspect and give notice of defects with the following proviso: 
The obligation to inspect is limited to defects which come to light during 
the incoming goods inspection under external inspection of the goods 
(e.g. transport damage, wrong and short deliveries). TECTRON WORBIS 
shall notify the supplier without delay of any defects discovered as soon 
as they are discovered in the ordinary course of business at TECTRON 
WORBIS. TECTRON WORBIS's obligation to give notice of defects 
discovered later remains unaffected. 

7.3 The statutory provisions on defects of quality and defects of title 
shall apply, unless otherwise stipulated below. 

7.4 Insofar as the supplier delivers new goods or repairs within the scope of 
subsequent performance, the statutory warranty periods shall begin to 
run again. 

7.5 If the supplier does not fulfil his obligation for subsequent performance 
within the set reasonable period without having the right to refuse 
subsequent performance, TECTRON WORBIS shall be entitled to 
remedy the defect at the supplier's expense or have it remedied by 
third parties. TECTRON WORBIS can demand an advance payment from 
the supplier for the expenses required for this. 

7.6 If TECTRON WORBIS incurs costs as a result of the defective delivery of 
the goods, in particular transport, travel, labour and material costs or 
costs for an incoming inspection exceeding the usual scope, the supplier 
shall bear these costs. Costs incurred by the supplier for the purpose of 
inspection and rectification (including any removal and installation costs) 
shall be borne by the supplier even if it turns out that no defect actually 
existed. TECTRON WORBIS shall only be liable for claims for damages by 
the supplier in the event of an unjustified request for the remedy of 
defects if TECTRON WORBIS has recognized or grossly negligently failed to 
recognize that no defect existed. 

7.7 The supplier is obliged to indemnify TECTRON WORBIS from claims arising 
from product liability and to compensate damages resulting therefrom, 
insofar as these are based on a defect in the goods 
delivered/manufactured by the supplier. However, if TECTRON WORBIS is 
held liable on the grounds of strict liability, this shall only apply if the 
supplier is at fault. If the cause of the damage lies within the area of 
responsibility of the supplier, supplier bears the evidentiary burden in this 
respect. To the extent of his obligation of indemnification, the supplier 
shall also reimburse any necessary costs and expenses pursuant to §§ 683, 
670 BGB, including those of any legal action or recall action. In all other 
respects, the statutory provisions shall apply. The supplier shall be 
informed of the content and scope of the recall measures to be carried 
out, as far as possible and reasonable. 

7.8 The supplier is obliged to maintain product liability insurance with an 
appropriate sum insured and to provide proof of the same upon 
TECTRON WORBIS's request. 

7.9 The mutual claims of the contracting parties shall become statutorily 
barred according to the statutory provisions, unless otherwise provided 
below. Deviating from § 438 Paragraph 1 No. 3 BGB, the general 
limitation period for claims for defects is 3 years from the transfer of 
risk or acceptance, insofar as this is necessary. 

7.10 The limitation periods of the right of purchase including the above 
extension shall apply to all claims based on defects to the extent 
provided for by law. 

If TECTRON WORBIS is also entitled to non-contractual claims for 
damages due to a defect, the regular statutory limitation period (§§ 
195, 199 BGB) shall apply, unless the application of the limitation 
periods of the sales law in an individual case leads to a longer 
limitation period. 

 
8. Infringement of Third Party Property Rights 

The supplier warrants that no patent or industrial property rights of 
third parties are infringed in connection with his delivery/service and 
will therefore indemnify TECTRON WORBIS against claims of third 
parties upon first written request. The supplier shall reimburse 
TECTRON WORBIS for any necessary expenses and damages incurred by 
TECTRON WORBIS as a result of claims by third parties or in connection 
therewith. Irrespective of this, TECTRON WORBIS is entitled to conclude 
agreements with third parties, in particular a settlement regarding the 
alleged infringement of industrial property rights, even without the 
consent of the supplier. 

 
9. Prices and Invoices 
9.1 The price stated in the order is binding. The price includes all services and 

ancillary performances of the supplier (e.g. assembly, installation) as well 
as all ancillary costs (e.g. for packaging, transport as well as transport and 
liability insurance). Packaging material must be taken back by the 
supplier at TECTRON WORBIS's request. 

9.2 Invoices must show TECTRON WORBIS's SAP order number, the exact 
description and quantity of the delivered goods as well as the price per 
piece or quantity. Invoices are to be addressed to the address specified in 
the order. 

9.3 TECTRON WORBIS is entitled to set-off and retention rights as well as the 
plea of non-performance of the contract to the extent permitted by 
statute In particular, TECTRON WORBIS is entitled to withhold due 
payments as long as TECTRON WORBIS is entitled to claims from 
incomplete or defective services against the supplier. 

 
10. Protection of Industrial Rights and Know-How 
10.1 Models, samples, drawings, software, documentation and other 

documents as well as materials, tools, production equipment and testing 
equipment and know-how provided by TECTRON WORBIS to the Supplier 
shall remain the sole property and in the sole legal ownership of 
TECTRON WORBIS. They are to be treated confidentially and may only be 
passed on to third parties with the same confidentiality obligation with 
TECTRON WORBIS's prior, express and written consent. 

10.2 The items, information and documents mentioned in 10.1 shall be 
returned to TECTRON WORBIS immediately and without request if the 
contractual performance has been rendered or if the Supplier no longer 
requires them for further performance of the contract. Any other actual 
or legal disposal and/or direct or indirect exploitation by the supplier or 
third parties is not permitted. 

10.3 In the case of research, development, design, engineering and other 
contracts which have as their object the development of a solution to a 
technical problem, inventions of the supplier made in performance of the 
contract and any resulting intellectual property rights to be applied for, 
applied for or granted thereon shall be exclusively the property of 
TECTRON WORBIS. The same applies to new technical know-how not 
belonging to the state of the art. Inventions of supplier's employees will 
be claimed by the supplier upon request of TECTRON WORBIS. The 
supplier undertakes to inform TECTRON WORBIS in writing of any 
employee inventions and technical know-how within 6 weeks. The costs 
according to the Employee Inventions Act are borne by TECTRON 
WORBIS. 

 
11. Age of the Goods 

The Supplier shall only deliver materials to TECTRON WORBIS whose 
production date, measured from the time of delivery to TECTRON 
WORBIS, is no more than two calendar years in the past. Should it be 
necessary in an exceptional case to supply materials with older date 
codes, this is only permissible with TECTRON WORBIS's prior consent. If 
materials older than two years are delivered without TECTRON WORBIS's 
prior consent, the Supplier shall be obliged to reimburse TECTRON 
WORBIS for all costs and damages arising therefrom. 

 
12. Other 
12.1 Place of performance for payments is TECTRON WORBIS's 

registered office in the commercial register. 
12.2 The law of the Federal Republic of Germany shall apply to the exclusion 

of its conflict of laws provisions and of the United Nations Convention 
on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (CISG). 

12.3 Place of jurisdiction, including for actions on cheques and bills of 
exchange, is TECTRON WORBIS`s registered office. However, TECTRON 
WORBIS is also entitled to seek legal protection in any other court which 
is competent under German law or the law of the country in which the 
supplier has its registered office. 


